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Abstract 
We use vector-valued multiwavelets on compact sets to develop a Galerkin method for systems of integral equations 
of the second kind. We propose a compression strategy for the coeflieient matrix of the linear system obtained from 
this method and show that the compressed scheme preserves almost optimal convergence rate of the original scheme and 
yields a sparse matrix with a bounded condition umber. 
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I. Introduction 
A conventional discretization method such as Galerkin method and collocation method for integral 
equations leads to a linear system with a full coefficient matrix. Working with such a full matrix is 
computationally costly. Especially, when we deal with a system of multivariate integral equations, 
the full coefficient matrix resulting from the conventional Galerkin method will make numerical 
computation impossible. Thus, fast algorithms are extremely crucial for numerical solutions of a 
system of multivariate integral equations. 
Recently, many authors have studied wavelet methods in the numerical solutions of  boundary 
integral equations and investigated their properties. For examples, Beylkin et al., represent singular 
integral operators by orthogonal and compactly supported wavelets and shows that the representation 
produces a sparse matrix up to some degree of precision. In [5, 6] the stability, convergence and 
matrix compression of  Petrov-Galerkin methods using wavelets for elliptic periodic pseudodifferential 
equations in ~a are studied. The paper [11] contains a truncation strategy for the wavelet Galerkin 
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method using spline prewavelets of order zero and one for the first-kind boundary integral equations 
on the planar curves. A wavelet Galerkin method using discontinuous piecewise linear wavelets 
on triangles was studied for elliptic pseudodifferential equations of order zero on two-dimensional 
manifold in [12]. A construction of multi-dimensional discontinuous multiwavelets was presented 
in [8] for self-similar domains and was extended in [9]. The paper [3] presents a study of the 
stability of the Petrov-Galerkin method for Fredholm integral equations of the second kind which is 
discussed in [4] and develops wavelet Petrov-Galerkin schemes based on discontinuous orthogonal 
multiwavelets on an interval constructed in [8]. Wavelet methods for integral equations make use of 
the advantage of wavelet bases whose representations of integral operators lead to sparse matrices. 
These sparse representations of integral operators form the base of fast numerical algorithms for 
solving such equations. 
In this paper, we use vector-valued multiwavelets on compact subsets of ~d in the spirit of [8, 
9] and develop a wavelet Galerkin scheme for systems of integral equations of the second kind. We 
propose a compression strategy for the coefficient matrix of the linear system obtained from this 
method and show that the compressed scheme has nearly an optimal convergence rate and yields a 
sparse matrix with a bounded condition umber. 
The motivation to consider a system of integral equations comes from the practical problem of 
solving a boundary integral equation over a piecewise smooth surface in ~3. It is well known that 
such a problem can be reformulated into a system of integral equations over a polygonal domain 
in ~2. They also arise from an integral equation formulation of mixed-boundary-value problems 
from potential theory. Semi-discretization in the time variable of a Volterra integral equation which 
normally is a reformulation of the heat equation also leads to a system of integral equations. 
In the remaining part of this section, we shall review some preliminaries of the Galerkin method 
for systems of integral equations of the second kind, which are useful for our development in this 
paper. In Section 2, we describe some crucial properties of multiwavelets hat are used for Galerkin 
methods and define the wavelet Galerkin method for our system of integral equations. In Sections 3 
and 4, we study its matrix compression property and convergence property, respectively. 
Let E be a compact subset of ~d and consider the usual Hilbert space L2(E) of real-valued 
functions on E with the inner product 
(u, v) := f~ u(y)v(y)  dy (1.1) 
and corresponding orm [['112. We also consider the Hilbert space ~,<~a2(E) of vector-valued functions 
u = (ui: i E ZN) whose component functions ui, i EZN :----{0, 1 , . . . ,N -  1} are in L2(E) which has 
the inner product 
(u, v) = ~ fE ui(y)vi(y) dy 
iEZN 
(1.2) 
and the corresponding norm I1"11. 
For each i, j CZN we consider scalar-valued integral operators V,-,j :LE(E)-~L2(E) corresponding 
to kemels vi, j given by 
(V,-,ju)(x) = fevi j (x 'y)u(y)dy'  u EL2(E). (1.3) 
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We build a vector-valued integral operator V : 5e2(E)~ 5e2(E) defined for each i E ZN, x E E and 
u c ~°2(E) by the equation 
(Vu) i (x )  := ~ (Vi, ju j ) (x )  (1.4) 
jEZN 
and consider the system of integral equations ofthe second kind 
( I  - V )u  =f ,  u E &aZ(E), (1.5) 
where I is the identity operator on ~cf2(E). The function f = (f~: i C ZN)E  .~gaZ(E) is given and we 
seek a solution u E AaZ(E) to Eq. (1.5). 
We now recall the Galerkin method for solving Eq. (1.5). To this end, we let {SYk: k ENo} where 
No := {0, 1 .. . .  } be a sequence of finite-dimensional subspaces of &f2(E) such that 
~972(E) = (.J Y'k. (1.6) 
kENo 
Let Pk be the orthogonal projection from Aa2(E) to Ark. Then the Galerkin approximation uk E 5fk 
of the solution u of Eq. (1.5) (when it exists uniquely) by definition satisfies the equation 
Pk(I - V)uk = Pkf.  (1.7) 
From (1.6) we have for u E &°2(E) that 
lim Pk u = u. (1.8) 
k--*oo 
Moreover, when the operator V is compact, the uniform boundedness theorem implies that 
lim I IV -  PkV[[=O. 
k----~oo 
Hence, when the inverse ( I -  V)- '  exists, there exist an integer s and a constant c >0 such that for 
k>~s the operator I -  PkV is invertible and 
I1(1 - PkV) - '  II <e .  (1.9) 
In particular, we have that 
II(I - ekv)v[[ >>,c-lllvll, v c Y;k. 
Therefore, for k>>,s the Galerkin scheme (1.7) has a unique solution ukESfk which enjoys the 
estimates 
[[ukll < cllfll 
and 
II- - -kll  <ell- - Pk  ll. 
The last inequality is derived from the formula 
u - uk = ( I  - PkV) -1 (u  - Pku). 
(1.1o) 
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These facts lead to the following well-known theorem (cf. [1, 7]) conceming the convergence of 
the Galerkin method. 
Theorem 1.1. Suppose that the operator I - V" 5P2(E) --+ ~Z(E)  is injective and V is compact on 
~2(E).  Then, for every f E 5e2(E) there exist a positive integer s and constant c such that for all 
k >.s Eq. (1.7) has a unique solution uk E Y4. Moreover, there hoM for k ~s  the error estimate 
Iluk - ull <c  inf Ilu - vii, 
vE~fk 
(1.11) 
and stability estimate 
I lPk(I-  v)vll cllvl[, (1.12) 
Our goal in the rest of the paper is to describe certain sequences of subspaces {fk: kEN0} of 
Ae2(E) and a class of weakly singular kernels such that the Galerkin discretization using special bases 
for these subspaces gives almost optimal order of approximation to the solution of (1.5) which can 
be determined numerically from a sparse linear system of equations with bounded condition number. 
2. Wavelet Galerkin schemes 
In this section we develop the wavelet Galerkin scheme for the system of integral equations of 
the second kind (1.5) using vector-valued wavelets. We begin our analysis with a description of the 
properties of the sequence of wavelet subspaces of £a2(E) which we will use. We first consider the 
case N = 1 and postpone the general case until later. 
Let us recall some standard multivariate notation. For every vector ~=(~;: i E Zd)E Z d with ~i ~>0, 
we set 
and 
[cz[ = Z ~i, 
iEZa 
~! = 0~0! " ' "  ~d- l !  
We also use the partial derivative notation 
D~ = 0x~O ~_,. "'" &d-1 
We use Ix[ for the Euclidean norm of a vector x= (xi: iEZd)E ~d and lln--l(ffU) for the space of 
all polynomials of total degree ~<n-  1. Thus, any p E/-/n-l(R d) has the form 
p(x)= ~ a~x ~, xER a, 
]al~<n--1 
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for some set of constants {a~: I~[ ~<n -- 1}, where 
x~ := I-[ xi~', where x = (xi: i E Zd). 
iEZd 
Let m be a positive integer. We begin with a multiscale partition of multiplicity m of the set E. 
This consists of a family of partitions {Ek: k E No} of E such that for each scale k E No the partition 
Ek consists of a family of subsets {Ek, i: i C Zmk} of E with the properties that 
meas(Eko NEk,/) = 0, j , j '  E Zmk , j # j', 
U & j=E,  
jczmk 
and there exist two positive constants c_ ~< c+ such that 
c_m-k <~meas(Ek, i)<~c+m -k, iCZmk, kCNo. (2.1) 
We associate with a multiscale partition of the set E a family of functions 
{fk, i: k E No, i e Zw(~)} 
in LZ(E). Here the integer w(k) represents the number of functions associated with the kth scale. 
As is (2.1) we assume there exist two positive constants c_<~c+ (perhaps different from those in 
(2.1)) such that 
c_m k ~ w(k) <~ c+m k. 
Our functions are related to the multiscale partition of E by the following requirements. First, we 
demand that there exists a positive integers p and h such that for every k > h and i E Zw(k) written 
in the form i = vp + s where s E Zp and v E Z,,~-h 
fk, i(x) = O, x q~ Ek-h,~. (2.2) 
This is the "small-support" property of our functions. We use the notation Sk, i :=Ek-h,~ and see from 
(2.2) that the support of the function fk, i is contained in the set &a. In addition, we requffe that 
there is a constant c> 0 such that for all i E Zw(k), k E No, 
[[fk, i [[~ ~< cm k/2 (2.3) 
and that 
L2(E) := span{fk, i: i E Zw(k), k E No}. (2.4) 
The next requirement of orthogonality and vanishing moments of our functions is the reason we 
call them "wavelets". To this end, we introduce the subspaces of L2(E) 
Fk := span{fk,/: i E Zw(k)} k E No, 
and demand that Fo = Fln_l(~ a) and also that 
(fk, i ,A, , i , )=ak, k,6i, i, iEZw(k), i' CZw(k,), k,k' CNo. (2.5) 
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In particular, we have the "vanishing moment" property 
(fk, i ,p )=O,  pCI- l , - l (•d) ,  iCZw(k), kEN0\{0}. (2.6) 
Methods for constructing families of functions with the above properties are given in [8, 9]. 
We use these wavelets to form our Galerkin subspace by setting 
Xr := span{fk, i: i E Zw(k), k C Zr+l} (2.7) 
so that by the above conditions 
Xr :=F0 ®± F1 ~3 ± .. .  ®± F~. (2.8) 
Clearly, there exist positive constants c_ ~<c+ such that the dimension of spaces Xr satisfies the 
inequality 
c_m r <~ dimXr ~< c+m ~. (2.9) 
We next describe a construction of vector-valued wavelets using the scalar-valued wavelets {fk, i: 
i E Zw~k), k E No}. These vector-valued wavelets are studied in detail in [14]. To this end, we introduce 
the subspaces 
In particular, o~0 is the space of vector-valued functions whose components are polynomials of total 
degree ~<n - 1. Note that for k E No, ~k has dimension 
W(k) := dim ~k = N dimFk = Nw(k) .  
We now describe a simple method to generate orthonormal bases {Jk, e: f E Zw(k)} in o~k. 
For each pair of integers k E Z and f E Zw(kl we choose an N x N orthogonal matrix Qk, e. Suppose 
that the ith column of this matrix is denote by qk, e;i for i E ZN. We will use the notation ( f )s  for 
s C ZN to denote the sth component of a typical vector-valued function f E ~2(E) .  Each integer 
E E Zw(k) has a unique representation i  the form 
v e=vN+s,  vEZw(k), scZN.  
Using this representation, we define the vector-valued function ~,¢ by the formula 
~,~ := qk,¢,sfk,~, s ~ Z N. 
For the special case that each of these orthogonal matrices are the identity matrix we have that 
(~,¢)j := 6s,jfk,~, j E ZN. 
In general, for each k E No the functions f~,¢, E C W(k),  are orthonormal and also the subspaces 
~k = span{~,¢: YE W(k)} 
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have the property that 
± k#k ' .  
Furthermore, the set of functions {J~,t: ~EW(k), kEN0} forms an orthonormal basis for the 
space ~LQ-q~2 (E). 
We now introduce the vector-valued wavelet Galerkin subspaces by the formula 
~,,-:= ~-0 ®" ~1 ®" "'" ®± ~,  
and note that the dimension of Y'~ is given by 
dim 5f~ = N dim X~. 
The vector-valued Galerkin approximation u~ E Y'r to the solution u E 5e2(E) of Eq. (1.5) is given by 
u~= ~ ~ Uk,,fk,,, (2.10) 
k~Zr+l gEZw(k) 
which satisfies the system of linear equations 
<lgr -- Vllr,fk',~'> = (L fk ' , t ' ) ,  ~' cgW(k') ,  kt E l r+ l .  
To obtain this Galerkin approximation, we need to solve the following linear system: 
(I  - Ar)il r :~, (2.11) 
where 
l-i r :~--- (Uk, E: E E Zw(k) , k E Zr+1), 






Upon solving the linear system (2.11) for tir, the function ur defined by (2.10) gives the wavelet 
Galerkin approximation to the solution u of Eq. (1.5). It follows directly from [3, Theorem 3.1] that 
the condition umber of the wavelet Galerkin matrix I - Ar is bounded independent of r, i.e., 
cond(l - A~) ~< c, r E No 
for some positive constant c. 
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3. Matrix compression 
Throughout this section we assume that the kernels vi, j, i,j E ZN, in the definition of operator V 
have the property that D~D~yV~,j(x,y) are continuous when x#y,  ~,flCZ d with I~l ~<n, Jill ~<n and 
for I~l = n, Ifll = n enjoy the estimate 
// C 
IDxDyVi'j(x'Y)[<" I x -  y[l~l+l#l+~' i, j~ZN, x ,y~E,  (3.1) 
where a is a constant less than d. 
For any two compact sets A and B of ~d we set 
v(A,B):= min{]x -  y[" xCA, yEB},  
introduce 
dk,~ := max{]x-  Yl" x, yESk,~}, 
the diameter of the set Sk,~ (which contains the support of the function fk, i), and define 
dk := max{dk, i: i E Zw(kl}. 
A star-shaped set A C_ R d is a set that contains a point for which the line segment connecting this 
point and any other point in the set is contained in the set. Such a point is called a center of the 
set. We assume that the set Sk,~ i E Zw(k), k C No, is star-shaped. 
Lemma 3.1. Suppose that kernels via,, i,i' E ZN, satisfy condition (3.1). Assume that k,k'>h. 
Suppose that f CZw~k), k EZr+l and f' C Zw~k,~, k' E Zr+I, where { and {' have the unique 
decompositions, 
{=iN+s,  iEZw~k), SEZN, and {=i 'N+s ' ,  i'EZw~k,~, s'EZN, 
such that v(Sk, i Sk, i,) >>-2(dk +dk,) for some constant 2> 1. Then there exists a constant c>0 such 
that the entries of the wavelet Galerkin matrix have the estimate 
,Ak,,~,;k,t, .< ..,,~k+k,)/Zt.~ .~ )n fS~i fS k 1 . . . .  . i .  Ix - -  y t2 ,+o dxdy. 
Proof. By the definition of entries Ak,,~,;k,t in the wavelet Galerkin matrix Ar we have the formula 
j'6Zu j6ZN 
We denote the integral in the above sum by 
Bk,,e;k,~;j,,j := fe ~ vj,,j(x,Y)fk,,e(x)fk,~(y)dxdy (3.2) 
and observe by the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and a property of orthogonal matrix that 
[Ak,,e,;k,/[ <~U max{Bk,,i,;k,i;j,,j: j ' , j  C Zu}. 
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It remains to estimate the integral in the right-hand side of Eq. (3.2). To this end, we drop the 
subscripts on the kernel vj,,j and denote it simply by v since our estimates will be independent of 
j ' , j  E ZN. Also, we let 
x°----(x°: iEZa)ESk,,i, and yO=(yO: iEZa)ESk, i
be centers of the sets Sk,,i, and Sk, i, respectively, and let x = (xi: i E Za), y = (Y i :  i C Za) by typical 
points in the set E. Applying Taylor's theorem (cf. [13]) to the function v(x, .) at the point yO yields 
/o n--1 v(x ,y)=p(x,y)+ Z (y yO)~ 1 ~! 01 Dyv(x, y + 01(y ° - y)) d01, (3.3) I~l=n 
where p(x,y) is a polynomial of total degree ~<n- 1 in y with coefficients dependent on x. 
Likewise, applying Taylor's theorem to the function 9 :=Dyv(., y+Ol(y°-y)) at x ° and substituting 
this expansion into (3.3), we conclude that there exists a function q(x, y) such that for each y it is 
a polynomial in x of degree at most n - 1 
v(x ,y )=p(x ,y )+q(x ,y )+ ~ ~ (Y-Y°)~(x ~, flv - x°)BR~'~(x' y )' 
I~l=n It~l=n " " 
where we use the notation 
f01~01 n- - l f l~  R~,~(x,y):---- 0'~-102 D~DyV(X +O2(x° -x ) ,y+Ol (y° -  y))dO2dO1. 
Now, using the property of vanishing moment for fk, i and fk,,i, we conclude that 
Ak,,e,;k,e_--~--~ -~ fs k fsk (y -y° )~(x -x° /~ ~vflv ) R~,~(x, Y)fk,,i,(x)fk, i(y) dx dy. 
I~l=n l/~l=n ',i' ,i " " 
Applying the Mean-Value Theorem to the integral that defines the function R~.~ and using the 
condition (3.1), we obtain for ct and fl with I~1 = n and Ifl[ = n that 
c 
=n IDxayV(X ,y*)l~< 
Ix* - y*12n+~' 
where x* and y* are points in the line segments connecting Xo with x and connecting Yo with y, 
respectively. Notice that 
Ix* - y* [>/ Ix -  y[ - dk - dk,>~(1 -- 2-~)lx-- y[. 
Using this inequality, we obtain the estimate 
Ct 
y)] 
IX - -  y [2n+a'  
where c ' :=c(1 -2 - ' )  -2"-~. When = n and I~l =n,  we have that 
](x - x°)~ I ~< Ix - x°[ n, 
260 
and 
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and 
and so it follows that 
~c' fssk,, i  J'sk,. [x - x°lnly -ixY°lnlfk,,i,(x)llfk, y[2n+~ dydx. 
Moreover, since [x - x°[ ~< dk, and [y - y° I ~< dk we obtain the estimate 
1 IAk"t"k'tl<<'c(dkdk')"llfk'ill llA"i'l[  s,,,,fSk, i I x -  y[2,+~ dydx. 
Finally, using the fact that IIA, II~<<.cmk/2 and [[fk,,i, l l~cm el2, we conclude the proof of the 
lemma. [] 
It is seen from this lemma that the absolute values of the entries of matrix A~ decrease to zero 
as k,k' increase or as the distance between the supports of two functions f~,~ and fk,,e increases. In 
the rest of the paper, we show that most of the entries of the matrix .4 r can  be replaced by zero 
without dramatically affecting the convergence rates of the resulting compressed Galerkin scheme. 
For this purpose, we introduce a trtmcated matrix 
:=  [L, , , , ;k ,A,  
whose entries are defined in terms of a matrix of truncation parameters 6k,,k by 
A'k"t';k'e:={ Ak''t''k't otherwise,ifv(S~""'Sk")<<'rk"k' 
where 
f E Zw(k~, k E Zr+l, ~ = iN + s, with i E Zw(k), s E ZN, 
f'EZv/(k,), k' E Zr+l, ~' : i'N + s', with i' E Zw(k,), s' C ZN. 
The choices of the truncation parameters {rk,,k} will be discussed later. The truncation matrix Ar 
gives us the linear system 
(I - .'~r)~r =J~, (3.4) 
whose solution will determine an approximation to the solution of the integral Eq. (1.5) whose error 
we shall estimate later. 
Our goal in the remainder of this section is to estimate the number of nonzero entries of matrix 
.,~. For this purpose, we partition the matrices A~ and ,,1~~ into block matrices by A~ = [Ak,,k] and  
-ir =[-ik',k], respectively, and first estimate the number JV'(Ak, k, ) of nonzero entries in the block Ak, k,. 
I (y - y°) l ly - y°l"- 
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For any matrix A, we use the symbol N(A)  to denote its order. Therefore, we have that 
N(.4r) = N(Ar)  = N dimXr 
Hence, using (2.9) we conclude that there exists a positive constant c such that for all r E N we 
have that 
N(2r )~Cm r. (3.5) 
This inequality should be compared to the estimates we obtain in the proof of Theorem 3.3 for the 
nonzero entries of the matrix .4r 
Lemma 3.2. There & a constant c > 0 such that 
Jff(.4k,,k)<<.cmk+k'((d~)  + (dk,) d + (~k,k,)d), k,k CNo. 
Proof. Let f 'E  Zw(k,) be given and written in the form f ' :  i 'N + s', i 'E Zw(k,), s '~ ZN. Choose an 
arbitrary point x0 in the set S~,,g,. Let B denote the ball in ~a centered at x0 with radius dk+dk,+fk, k,. 
i.e., 
LX-Xol<.dk + 
Assume that .4k,,~,,~,e#0, where E=iN + s. Therefore, V(ak, g, Sk,,i,)~t~k,k, and we conclude that 
Sk, i C B. We now recall that the volume of the ball B equals 
27zd/2 
meas(B) = dF(d/2 ) (dk + dk, + 6~,k, )d, 
where F is the Gamma function cf.[10, p. 159]. We let {Ska: i C 69} denote the collection of such 
sets contained in B and use NB to denote the cardinality of 0.  Then using (2.1) there exists a 
positive constant c such that 
meas(B) 
N8 ~< Pmin{meas Sk, i'. i E 0}  
<<. cmk(dk + dk, + fi~y )d, 
where c is independent of k,k'. Hence, for each fixed pair k', f', the number of nonzero entries 
Ak',/,;k,: is bounded by c((dk)d+ (dk,)d+ (~gk,)d)m k. Since there are (9(m k') possible choices for 
~' E W(k')  we conclude that there exists a positive constant c such that 
Jl/'(.4k,,k)<<.cmk'+k((dk) d + (dk,) d + (rk, k,)d). [] 
Theorem 3.3. Let ~ and ~' be any numbers in ( -c~,  1] and suppose that 
dk = (9(m-(k/a)), k ~ oe. (3.6) 
Choose the truncation parameters 6k,,k such that for  some positive constants a and 2 > 1 
6k, k, <~ max{am 1/a(-r+~(r-k)+~'(r-k')), 2(dk + dk,)}, k',k E Zr+l. (3.7) 
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Then 
JV(.4~) = { C(S(r) log 2 S(r)), 
C(S(r)logS(r)), 
where S(r)" = dim Y'r. 
~=~= 1, 
otherwise, 
Proof. By Lemma 3.2, there exists a positive constant c such that 
Z Z 
k' EZr+l kEZ~+l 
<<. c Z Z mk+k'((dk)a + (dk')a + (bkl. kId)" 
k~EZr+l kEZ~+t 
Using our hypothesis for the truncation parameters, (3.7) and our requirement (3.6) on the multiscale 
partition, we conclude that there exists a positive constant b such that 
"Ar('4~)<~b Z ~ mk+k'(m -r+~(r-k)+~'(r-k') +m -k +m-k'). (3.8) 
k~EZr+t kEZ~+t 
From this bound the result follows. [] 
This theorem shows that the truncation matrix introduced by (3.7) reduces the number of nonzero 
entries of the coefficient matrix in the wavelet Galerkin method from S(r) 2 to S(r)logS(r) or 
S(r)logZS(r). This forms a basis for a fast numerical algorithm for solving system (1.5). In the 
next section, we shall further prove that such truncation preserves the boundedness of the condition 
number of the coefficient matrix and nearly the order of convergence. 
4. Order of convergence 
In this section, we analyze the order of convergence for approximate solutions obtained from the 
truncated linear system. To this end, we estimate in terms of matrix norm the truncation error of 
each block. 
Lemma 4.1. For every 2 > 1 and ~ >>, 0 there ex&ts a positive constant c such that for all k, k' c Z~+~ 
with 6k, k, >12(dk + dv ) we have that 
IIAk, k, -k'/z - ~cok ,  k, ta t )  tak , )  m m 
and 
~ t~..~--2n--~t'..I "~nt'.4 ~n~--k/2~kl/2 
Proof. By the definition of Av,k, we have that 
max ~ 
:'GZw~') (:EZw~k), v(Sk,a,,Sk, i) > 6k~,k 
IAk"¢';k'¢l } ' 
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where t~= iN + s with i E Zw(k), s E ZN, and #' = i'N + s' with i' E Zw(k,), s' C ZN. Using Lemma 3.1 
we have that 
IIA~,,~ - ~i~,,~ [[~ <c ~'~z~<k,,max (dkdk,)nm (k+k')/2 Z Ix -- " 
tEZw~k),v(Sk,,i,~k,t ) > 6k,, k ',i' i 
The right-hand side of the inequality above is bounded by 
C¢'cmza~x,~{(dk'dk)"m~k+k')/2(bk"k)-Z"-~fs~ fE 1 } ,,, I x -  yl ~-~ dydx . 
Since the integral fe Ix - yl-~+~ dy is bounded for all x E E by some positive constant b we obtain 
the inequality 
IIAk',k --  -~k' ,k l l~ ~< bc max {(dk, dk)"m(k+k')/2(bk,,k)-z"-~meas(Sk,,i,)}. 
E t GZw(kt) 
Using condition (2.1) on the measure of Sk,,e, we conclude that there exists a positive constant c 
such that 
IIA~,,k - .4~,.k IIo~ ~ c(dk'dk)nm(k+k')/2(ak',k) -2n-*m-k', 
which proves the result. The proof of the second estimate is similar. [] 
To continue further, we need an estimate for approximation of a u C A('2(E) which has some 
smooth derivatives by elements of Y'~. We describe this in abstract terms, however, when Y'~ consists 
of a space of piecewise polynomials uch estimates are available. 
For every nonnegative number 7 we let Ilull, be a semi-norm on £~a2(E) where ? = 0 corresponds 
to the usual norm on Aa2(E). Generally, the norm I1" ll~ should be a Sobolev space norm of "strength" 
? and we suppose that ]t'~(E) is the closed subspace of all u in ~2(E)  such that Ilull~ < ~.  We 
require that the scale of subspaces Af~ have the property that there exists a positive constant c such 
that for all r C N we have that 
I1(I - Pr)Ull ~ed~rllull. u ~ ~r(E) .  (4 .1 )  
For piecewise polynomial spaces we can expect hat this estimate holds for any ? E [0, n]. We also 
need the following useful result of Schur. 
Lemma 4.2 (Schur). Let A=[aiy]z,+,×z,+,,pENo, be a matrix such that there exist positive 
constants ¢oi> O, i E Zp and a positive constant c independent of p satisfying for all i,j E Zp 
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lailloot ~ co2i. 
~zp 
Then, we have that IIAII 2 <.c for all pENo. 
Let Vr, ~ be the operators whose matrix representation in terms of basis (j~,~: ~ E W(k),k E Zr+l} 
is Ar,-4r, respectively, i.e., we have for any u E .L~e2(E) that 
k' EZr+l Et EZw(k,) kEZr+j ~EZw(k) 
and also 
MEZr+I f~EZw(,,)kEZr+I t'EZw(k) 
Lemma 4.3. Let ~ and ~' be real numbers satisfying the conditions 
- - ,  ~ /> (4.2) 
2n 2n 
Suppose that condition (3.6) holds and that the truncation parameters {6k,,k} are chosen to satisfy 
the requirement that 
6k,,k >1 max{am a/a(-~+~(r-k)+~'(~-k')), 2(dk+ dk,)}, k', k E Z~+l 
for some positive constant a. Then there exists a positive constant b such that for u E 9~r(E) and 
u' E ~ '  (E) we have that 
[(( Vr - g )Pru, Pru')[ <~ ba-2"S(r)-(~+~')/a log, S(r)ll,, I1~ I1"'11 ~', (4.3) 
where v = v1(7, 7') + v2, 
0 ,7=7 '=0,  
v~(7,7')'= 1,7=0,7'¢0, or7#0,7'=0, 
1, y ~- 0,y' ¢ 0 
and v2 counts the number of  equalities in the inequalities in (4.2). 
Proof. For u E ~r (E )  and r E No we have that 
P, =E E 
kEZr+l [EZw(k) 
and we conclude for k ~> 1 that 
E - 
gEZw(k) 
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Therefore, it follows from (4.1) that there exists a positive constant c~ such that for k/> 1 
I (u ,ADI  2 = II(Pk - Pk - , )u l l  2 
:EZw(k) 
~< 2(11(1 - PDull 2 + I1(I - Pk-1 )ull ~) 
4"~2"/2~ Ilull~. ,.-1 ~k_ l  
Hence, we conclude from inequality (2.5) that there is a positive constant c > 0 such that 
-z~ i z 4c2:(r) l lu l l~ ' ak_~ ~, I(u,A,:) <. 
kGZ.+l :EZw(k) 
where we define/~(7) = 1, if 7 > 0, /z(7 ) = 0, if 7 = 0, and d-1 = 1. 
By the definition of  operators Vr and ~, we have that 
(v~ - ~)~u = 
k~ EZ~+I ~ CZw(k, ) kEZ~+I :EZw(k) 
where 
Rk,,:,;k,: : =Ak,,:,;k,: -- -'tk',~';k,t- 
Let 
rr: = ((Vr - Vr)PrU, PrU t) 
and observe that 
Fr= ~ Z Z ~ Rk,,t,;k:(u,fk,:>(u',fk,,e,). 
kt EZr+l ~t ~Zw(kp) kEZr+l ~EZw(k) 
The Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and (4.4) yield the bound 
1/2 
E R*',:',k,:<",J,:) 2 IC1~2c Z Z ~ (dk'-l)27' 
k'EZr+l :~CZw(k~ ) k I :EZw(k) 
r"¢¢)1211u'll~,. 
We define an S(r) x S(r) matrix Er by the formula 
Ek,,:,,k,t=mr/a(r+/)(dk-1)~(dk,_l)f Rk,,e,;k,t/rl~, U, kEZr+I, :~EZw(k,), : EZw(k), 
where we set 
qr= ~ ml/d(n+?-2n~)(r-k) Z ml/d(n+y'-2na')(r-k') 
and a vector b = (bz:: k E Zr+l , :  E ZW(k) ) ~ ~S(r) by setting 
bk,: : : dk-Z1 (u,J~,:>, k C Zr+l, [ C Zw(k). 
(4.4) 
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Using this notation, we rewrite the inequality above as 
Irrl ~< 2Ctlr m-r/g(~+~')ru(~')/2 IlErbll: Ilull~, 
<~ 2Crtrm-r/a(~+e')rU(~': llgrl[: llbll: llul[e,. 
Our hypothesis insures that there exists a positive constant q such that ~/r <~qr v2 and by inequality 
(4.4) we conclude that 
Ilbl[: ~< 2cr"(r)/=l[ullr. 
Therefore, we conclude that 
[((Vr -- ~)eru, P~u')l <~ 4qc2m-r/a(~+e')rVl(e,¢)llull~llu'[[7, g~ll:. (4.5) 
To complete the proof, we estimate I lErll: by using Lemma 4.2 with e~k,l:=rn -k/2. For conve- 
nience of notation, we define 
ek,:, := ~ ~ Ifk',:';k,:l~ok,:. 
kEZr+1 :EZw(k) 
By Lemma 4. i, with z = 0 we have that 
1 Z mr/d(Y+~')(dk-1)Y(dkt-1 )y' IIA ,,  - d , ll m -k/~ 
ek,,:, <~ rl ~ k~z,+~ 
1 , ' 2 ' C- -  Z ~r/d(?+7 )[.4 xn+~[:l , ~n+~, £-- n~--k /2 
~r kEZr+l Ht ~,~k- l )  ~.~k --1) tJk',k"~ • 
Substituting the bound on the truncation parameters into the fight-hand side of this inequality ields 
the estimate 
i t t i ek,,:, <. c--  ~_, mr/d(~+7' +2n)(dk _1 )n+~(dk'-I )n+y a-2nm-(1/d)2n~(r-k)m-(1/d)2n~ (r-k )m-k  /2. 
~]r kGZr+] 
There exists a positive constant w such that the fight-hand side of this inequality is bounded by 
i n~ I r I wa-2nm-k ' /2 - -  Z ml/d(n+?-2n~)(r-k)ml/d(n-I-Y 2 )( -k  ). 
~r kEZ~+l 
Using the definition of r/r we conclude that 
Z Z I Ek',:',k,:l°~g: ~< wa-2n~k',:" 
kEZ~+l :EZw(~) 
Similarly, we establish the estimate 
Y~ ~ IEk',e';k,:lO~k',e' <~ wa--Z"~k,: • 
k~EZ~+j :~EZw(k % 
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Thus, Lemma 4.2 implies that 
IIErll~2 <~ wa -2" 
and the proof is completed by substituting this estimate back into inequality (4.5). [] 
The next lemma provides a stability estimate for operator I - ~ and shows operators (I - ~)-1 
exist and are uniformly bounded. 
Lemma 4.4. Suppose that the operator I - V:A~2(E)~ 5°2(E) is injective and V is compact on 
~2(E).  Let 6k, k' be chosen as in Lemma 4.3 where ~ and ~' are in the interval (½,~). Then 
there exists a positive integer p and a positive constant b such that for all r>~p and a>~b the 
compressed scheme is stable. That is, there exists a positive constant c such that for r >~ p we have 
for all v C YCr that 
I](I - Pr)V[[ ~>Cll~ll- (4.6) 
Furthermore, for all r ~ p and a~b,  ( I -  ~)-1 exist and are uniformly bounded. 
Proof. By hypothesis, we can apply Lemma 4.3 to the case that y = 7 ' :  0. Therefore, the estimate 
(4.3) becomes 
I((V~ - ~)PrU, eu')l<~ca--2nllull [lu'll" (4.7) 
This implies, for all v E Xr, that 
I I(Vr - -  Pr)~ll <ca-2° l l " l l .  (4.8) 
Choose a constant b such that Y: -----ca -2n < b where c is the constant hat appears in the stability 
estimate (1.12) for the Galerkin scheme. Then by (4.8) and (1.12) we have that 
11( I - ~)"11 i> I1(I - z~) , , l l -  I1(~ - ~)v l l  
/> cll~ll - ~ll~ll ~>(c - ~)11~11. 
This proves the stability estimate (4.6). The existence of ( I -  ~)-1 follows directly from (4.6) and 
the fact that ~fr is a finite-dimensional subspace of Ae2(E). The uniform boundedness of (I - ITr) -1 
follows again from (4.6). [] 
Let Ur : :  (~Tk, t: f E Zw(k), k E Zr+l ) E R s(r) be the solution of the truncated linear system (3.4). Then 
the function 
kEZr+l ECZw(~:) 
is the unique solution of equation 
(X - Vr)ar = e f .  (4.9) 
The next theorem insures that the truncated coefficient matrix I -  .4r has a bounded condition 
number. 
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Theorem 4.5. Suppose that the operator I - V : £P2(E) ~ ~2(E)  is injective and V is compact on 
~2(E). Let 6k, k, be chosen as in Lemma 4.3 where ~ and ~' are in the interval (1,oo). Then there 
exist a positive inteoer p and a positive constant b such that for all r >>.p and a>.b the condition 
number of  the compressed wavelet Galerkin matrix I - .,~ is bounded independent of  r, i.e., 
cond (I  - .4r) ~<c, rENo 
for some positive constant c. 
Proof. Let u,:=(tT~¢: fEZw(k),kEZr+~)ER s(O be arbitrary and f r : ( l - -4 r )U~.  Write fr = 





Then the function ~r i s  the unique solution of Eq. (4.9). Note that IIfrll~2 = I lef l l  and therefore, we 
conclude that 
I1(I - ~r)LI l~---- I I ]r l l~ = I le f l l - - I1( I  - Wr )~r [ [  • (4.10) 
Using inequality (4.3) with u = Ur, U'= (Vr -  ~)~, and 7 = 7 '=  0, we have that there is a constant 
c' > 0 for which 
II(gr - ~)arl l  ~<c'lla, II- 
The identity 
(1 -  gr)ar =P~( I -  Y)a, 
implies that 
] l ( I -  Wr)Ur[ ~ [ l ( I -  Vr)/grl I AV II(Vr -- Vr)ar[[ 
< (11 I -  vii + c') l la, II = cl l la, ll, 
with Cl = II1 - vii + c'. This together with Eq. (4.10) and the fact that I larlI-- IiLIIt= gives that 
I1(I - ~r )L I I~  ~c,  I ILII~- 
Consequently, we conclude that 
lit - d ,  l12 ~c , .  (4.11) 
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On the other hand, by Lemma 4.4, ( I  - ,4r) -1 exists. Moreover, using (4.6) we conclude that there 
exists a positive constant cz for which 
<~ c=ll(I- Vr)~irll = c211efll =czl~l l~,  
Hence, we obtain that 
II(t - Z ) - '  I1~ ~<c=. (4.12) 
Combining inequalities (4.11) and (4.12) we have cond( l -  ,4r)<~c with c :c lc2 .  [] 
Next, we estimate the order of approximation of/lr to the exact solution u of the integral Eq. (1.5). 
Theorem 4.6. Suppose that the operator I - V : ~2(E)  -~ AeZ(E) /s injective and V & compact on 
Aa2(E). Assume that the exact solution u of  system (1.5) is in J/t~(E), 7 <.n. Assume also condition 
(3.6) and let ~ and ~' be real numbers atisfying the conditions 
nWy 1 
~>~ / f?>O,  ~>~,  /fT----O, and ~,>1.  (4.13) 
2n ' 2 
Choose the truncation parameter •k',k SO that 
6k, k, >~ max{am (1/d)(-r+~(r-k)+~'(r-k')), 2(dk+ dk,)}, k', k ~ Zr+ 1 
for some postive constant a. Then for every 2 > 1 there exists a positive integer p and a positive 
constant b such that whenever >.p and a>_.b Eq. (4.9) has a unique solution Ur E 9fr and there 
exists a positive constant c such that 
II u - Urll <<- cS(r) -~/d log" S(r)llu[[~, 
1 where # : vl + v2 with vi : 0 if  y -- 0 and v2 --- ~ if  7 ~ O, and v2 counts the number of  the equalities 
in inequalities (4.13). 
Proof. Applying the stability estimate (4.6), we have 
II u - arll ~< IIu - Cull + c11(1 - Vr)(ar -- Pr U)[[. 
Using the equation 
Pr ( I -  V)u = ( I -  Vr)ar 
and noticing that V~ = P~ V, we find that 
(1 --  Vr)(eru - - /~r ) : (Vr  - Vr)erU-~- ~r ( [  -- V)(Pr u -- U). 
Since I l e , ( I  - v)ll bounded by a constant independent of r, it follows that there exists a positive 
constant w 
I lu -  ~rll <~w(ilu- Cull + II(v, - ~Wul l ) .  
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Recall that 
[[(1 - e r )u l l  2 <.c(dr)= llul[  <-<cm(-= r/ )llull2 
By the definition of  operators V~ and ~, we have that u' := (V~ - ~)P~u E ~.  Thus, P~u ' :  u'. 
In Lemma 4.3, we choose P~u' = (V~- l?r)P~ U and 7' = 0 and conclude that for some positive constant c
II(V  -  )eull <<.ca-=nrUS(r)-r/dllull7 <-cS(r) -r/a log ~ S(r)llnll . 
Combining these inequalities, completes the proof of  the theorem. [] 
In conclusion, we point out that there exists a truncation matrix [6k, k,] such that Theorems 3.3, 4.5 
and 4.6 hold. Such a truncation matrix leads to a fast stable wavelet Galerkin algorithm for solving 
system (1.5) which has almost optimal order of  convergence. 
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